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We are looking for a  

Streaming Specialist (f/m/d) 
 

You are a film buff and passionate about streaming video? You have expert knowledge and hands on 

experience in developing video encoding and packaging pipelines? You know your ways around building 

DRM-enabled players for various frontends from SmartTV, and Web down to mobile devices? 

You love working in a small company with flat hierarchies and lots of room for new challenges? 

Well - we have THE job for you. We are looking for a streaming specialist with the relevant developer skills to 

help us maintain and improve our entire video packaging and playout chain. 

We are a small team with terrific and enthusiastic colleagues and our office has the best view to the Hamburg 

harbour - working from home is no problem too if you prefer the view there. And of course the job comes with 

a free pass to watch ANY of our movies and TV-Shows. 

What do we do? We develop and operate our own Video-on-Demand infrastructure. We license feature films 

and TV-shows from Hollywood studios and independent studios and offer the content on our own platforms 

Maxdome and videociety. On top of that our infrastructure is used by our B2B partners - for instance Freenet 

Video, Post Luxemburg and others. 

 

Your skills 

VIDEO STREAMING SPECIALIST - EXPERT KNOWLEDGE IN 

 Streaming Formats 
 Streaming Player technologies and implementations (Web, SmartTV, Mobile) 
 Encoding technologies and tools for VOD-Streaming 

DRM EXPERT WITH HANDS ON EXPERIENCE IN: 

 DRM formats (Playready, Widevine, Marlin, Fairplay) 
 Encryption technologies and tools (Bento) 

CLOUD EXPERT - HANDS ON EXPERIENCE WITH AWS (SETUP AND USING CLOUD 
INFRASTURCTURE) 

 AWS setup (S3, Cloudfront, EC2) 
 Programming experience with standard web technologies (HTML, JS, Java, PHP, 

Frameworks, optionally C++) 
 Fluent German language skills are a must 
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Your tasks 

 Build and monitor Encoding- and DRM-Packaging Workflows in our internal asset 
management and workflow tool as well as on cloud infrastructure 

 Adopt, develop and build Streaming players for Web Frontends on various devices 
(Browser, SmartTV, Mobile devices) 

 Keep an open eye on technology developments for both existing and new streaming and 
DRM technologies 

Additional tasks 

 Monitor and set up technology infrastructure for VOD streaming platform services 
 Main technical point of contact for external partners who wish to implement videociety's 

services 
 Main technical point of contact for videociety's content partners for all questions with 

regards to platform security 

 

Apply now 

We'd love to hear from you! 

Please send your CV and covering letter to jobs@videociety.de 

 

 

 

 

 

  


